Accessories
ARBD / ARCI / ARDB
ARDL / ARTR

ARBD Wheel Alignment Guides
Description
The guides are manufactured with soft radius bends and are supplied for
installing centrally to the loading bay, circa 2000mm from the dock face. The
reversing vehicle slots between the guides ensuring that the vehicle docks
safely and centrally onto the loading bay.
ARBD wheel alignment guides include base plates complete with 16mm
diameter holes for anchoring down to a suitable concrete base.
Guides can be supplied in either 140mm or 170mm tube diameter with
optional hot dipped galvanised or powder coated finish.
As standard guides can either be supplied 2000mm long or 3000mm long
complete with front flared entry section.

ARCI Wheel Alignment Guides
Description
This model is a cast in version in lieu of bolt down, the tubular legs are
supplied to cast-in 500mm below ground.
ARCI guides are available with the same features and options as the ARBD
wheel alignment guides.
ARCI wheel alignment guides are normally provided on a supply only basis
for casting in position by a contractor on a new build project.

ARDB Loading Dock Buffers
Description
A comprehensive range of industry standard buffers manufactured from
heavy duty solid rubber, normally fixed to a primed and painted solid steel
backing plate using M24 fixings, the plate in turn is bolted back to the dock
face and additionally welded to the leveller frame to provide a long lasting
solid fixing.
For ultimate durability alternative energy absorbing yellow polyethylene low
friction dock buffers are also available in a range of sizes.
The front surface of the buffer is smooth, and the hardened polyethylene
buffer is backed with a rubber shock absorbing fillet.
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ARDL Dock Loading Light
Description
Articulate light mounted on a moveable arm, dust and waterproof with the
whole system being easily and economically mounted just inside the loading
bay door providing light into every corner of a docked trailer.
Optionally interlocked to the loading bay door so that the light automatically
illuminates when the door is open and switches off when the door is closed.

ARTR LED Traffic Light
Description
Red over green LED traffic light, provided in a fully sealed unit complete with
sun visors.
Nominally 140mm wide x 268mm long x 50mm deep with 24 diodes per
light.
Traditionally interlocked to the loading bay door so that the light shows green
when the door is closed and red whenever the door is open.
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